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Abstract 
The lattice of noncrossing set partitions is known to admit an R-labeling. Under this labeling, 
maximal chains give rise to permutations. We discuss structural and enumerative properties of the 
lattice of noncrossing partitions, which pertain to a new permutation statistic, m(a), defined as the 
number of maximal chains labeled by 0. Miibius inversion results and related facts about the lattice 
of unrestricted set partitions are also presented. 
1. Introduction and notation 
The objects studied in this paper are chains in the lattice of noncrossing partitions. 
We will consider partitions of n := { 0, 1, . . . , n}, and we will write TT=B~/B~/.../B,,,, 
where the blocks Bi of 7~ are listed in increasing order of their minimum element. If two 
elements x, y lie in the same block of the partition 71, we will write x N x y, or just x N y 
if no confusion can arise. A partition is called noncrossing if for every O<a < b 
<c < d < n, if a N c and b h d, then a N b - c - d. The noncrossing partitions of n or- 
dered by refinement form a lattice which we will denote as NC(n), or just NC(n+ 1). 
The lattice of all partitions of n will be denoted by n(n), or just n(n+ 1). More 
generally, if S c N, then NC(S) will denote the set of noncrossing partitions of S. Since 
thelatticesNC(S)andNC({1,2,...,ISI)) are isomorphic, we will also write NC( 1 Sl) 
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Fig. 1. R-labeling of NC(3). 
instead of NC(S) when we refer to this lattice up to isomorphism. We make the same 
conventions regarding lattices of unrestricted set partitions. 
The lattices n(n) and NC(n) admit an R-labeling Cl], i.e. (see e.g. [9]) an integer 
labeling A of the covering relations, such that between every pair of elements x<y 
there is a unique saturated chain X=x0 < . X1 < . ... < . x, = y, such that ;l(Xi_ 1, xi) 
<A(Xi,Xi+r)for all i=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
For both n(n) and NC(n) an R-labeling 1 can be constructed as follows: let rc Q rc’; 
then rc’ and rc differ only in that one block of rc’ is the union of two blocks, Bi and Bj, of 
rc. In NC(n), the merging of Bi, Bj is, of course, subject to the noncrossing condition 
(see fig. 1). Then let mi=min(x:XEBi} and mj=min{x:XeBj}, and set 
A( rc, 7~‘) =max (mi, mj}. It is easy to verify that A is indeed an R-labeling and, further, 
that the labels along each maximal chain form a permutation of [n] := { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
This labeling was first constructed by Gessel for n(n), and it was observed in [l] that 
it also works for NC(n). 
In fact, we have the following remark. 
Remark 1.1. Let n < rc’ and let M,, M,, be the set of minimum elements in the blocks 
of rt and rc’, respectively. Then the labels along every saturated z-rc’ chain form 
a permutation of the set M,-M,,. 
If r~ is a permutation in the symmetric group S, and if S E [ml, then rrIs is the 
subsequence ofa(l), o(2), . . . , a(m) consisting of the elements in S. On occasion, we will 
write 0i for o(i). 
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Fig. 2. Correspondence 1.2. 
As usual, d and ‘i will denote the minimum and maximum elements of the partial 
order under discussion. We will find it helpful to use a labeled tree to represent a &-i 
chain in NC(n) as in [6]. This representation is as follows. 
Correspondence 1.2. Let T be a tree with n+ 1 vertices labeled 0, 1, . . , n, and let l(u) 
denote the label of vertex u. Root Tat the vertex labeled 0, direct the edges of T away 
from the root, and order the children of each vertex from left to right in descending 
order of their labels. Now traverse T in depth-first manner and assign a new label, 
1’( U)E [ n], to each vertex in the order in which the vertices are encountered. From the 
triple ( T, I, 1’) one obtains a unique saturated &-‘i chain in NC(n), by starting with the 
partition 6=0/1/2/.../n and then merging, at rank i= 1,2, . . . , n, the blocks which 
contain l’(u) and I’(p), where p is the parent of the vertex u, and 1(u)= i. Figure 2 shows 
an example of a chain and its corresponding tree. 
In this paper we examine properties of the multiplicity, m(o), with which a given 
permutation GE& appears as the label sequence along maximal chains (transversed 
from d to 1) in NC(n). More generally, if s is a sequence of distinct integers from [n], 
then the number of saturated ~--7c’ chains in NC(n) labeled by s will be denoted ‘by 
m,,,(s). Thus, m(a)= rnb, i(o). Analogously, we define M(a) to be the number of 
maximal chains in n(n) which are labeled by GES,. 
In Section 2 of this paper we derive a recurrence for m(o), and give an alternate 
combinatorial interpretation of m( a). By way of contrast, we give the answers to some 
analogous questions for the lattice n(n). The values of the Mobius functions of NC(n) 
and n(n) (already known, see e.g. [l]) are obtained here as corollaries. 
In Section 3 we discuss two order-theoretic properties related to the matters of 
Section 2. In NC( [n]), we define I(a) to be the order ideal consisting of the noncross- 
ing partitions, each of whose blocks constitutes a decreasing subsequence of 
o(l),@), ... , o(n), and characterize those cr for which I( a) is a principal ideal. We also 
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show that the maps m: WB(S,)+Z and M: WB(S,)+Z are order-preserving, where 
WB(S,) denotes the symmetric group S, with the weak (Bruhat) order [2]. 
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to Mobius inversion formulae. We determine an 
inversion relation for m( (T) over the weak order, and the inverse of the rank function of 
NC([n]). The latter relates to work of Crapo [S], where he considers the Mobius 
inverse of the rank function of a geometric lattice and its relation to properties of the 
corresponding matroid. Our formulae pertaining to NC([n]) do not follow from 
Crapo’s work, since NC([n]) is not a geometric lattice. 
Throughout this paper [a.. b], (a. .b), etc. denote the closed/open/etc. intervals of 
integers from a to b. Also, if b <a, then [a.. b] is empty; if a < b, then (a. . b) is empty; 
etc. 
2. Multiplicities 
Let YES, and S G [n] with t = min {i: ieS}, and s = 1 SI. Then m( aIs) will denote the 
number of maximal chains in NC(s) whose label sequence is the compression of 0 Is to 
the interval [s]. For example, the compression of 64932 is 43521. We have the 
following recurrence relation. 
Proposition 2.1. For every DES,, m(o) satisfies the relation 
n+1-0” 
m(g)= c ~(~l(on..an+k))‘~(~I[1..an]u[o,+k..nl). 
k=l 
Proof. Let y be a maximal chain in NC(n) labeled by 0. Then the coatom x contained 
in y is of the form B1/B2, with B,=[O..a,]u[a,+k..n] and B*=[a,..a,+k), and 
corresponds to a choice of k in the range 1 <k d n+ 1 -on. The rest of the chain 
y is obtained by refining the blocks B1 and B2 down to the trivial partition, as in 
NC(JBII) and NC((B,I), so as to obtain chains labeled by ~~B1_~OI and crlB2_(0n1, 
respectively. 0 
Fig. 3 shows S4 with the weak order and the values m(o) attached to each 
permutation. 
A block B of a noncrossing partition rc~NC(n) is said to constitute a decreasing 
subsequence of (TES, if 0 IB is monotonically decreasing. For example, if rr = 16712345 
and G = 6541732, then the first block of rr does not constitute a decreasing subsequence 
of 0, while the second block does. The number m(a) has a useful alternate combina- 
torial interpretation. 
Theorem 2.2. If CTES,, then the number m(o) of maximal chains in NC(n) labeled by 
CT equals the number of noncrossing partitions of [n], each of whose blocks constitutes 
a decreasing subsequence of 0. 
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Fig. 3. The m-values on WB(S,). 
Proof. First consider all of the trees on n + 1 vertices, with root vertex labeled (0, 0), and 
with the other n vertices labeled with (i, a(i)), i= 1,2, . . . ,n. Direct the edges of such 
a tree away from the root, and order the children of each vertex from left to right in 
decreasing order of the first component of their labels. Let T(a) be the family of trees 
consisting only of those trees above whose depth-first traversal passes through the 
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Fig. 4. m(34152) = 7. 
vertices in increasing order of the second component of the labels. Every such tree 
corresponds biuniquely with a maximal chain counted by m(o), as in Correspond- 
ence 1.2. 
On the other hand, consider the partition n(t) of [ n] obtained from the tree tE T(a) 
by setting i w j if and only if the vertices labeled (C 1 (i), i) and (6 1 (j), j) are siblings. 
Then, because of the defining properties of T(a), rc(t) is a noncrossing partition and 
each one of its blocks consists of a decreasing subsequence of ol, 02, . . . , CT,,. 
Conversely, for every noncrossing partition 7c=B,/B2/.../Bk of [n], we can con- 
struct a unique tree teT(cr) as follows. Let B1 = {x1 <x2 ... <x,}. Let the children of 
the root (0,O) be, from left to right, the r vertices labeled (o- ‘(xi), Xi), i = 1,2, . . , r. 
Since rc is noncrossing, each Bi, i 2 2, lies entirely in an interval of the form (Xj, Xj+ i), 
jgr (put x0 =O, x,+ i = n + 1). Use the same construction with each vertex (6’(x,), Xj) 
playing the role of the root, and with the blocks of 7~ which are contained in the 
interval (xj, xj+ 1 ). If each block of 7~ is a decreasing subsequence of cri , (TV, . . . , cr, then 
the tree t is in T(a) and rc=~(t). Fig. 4 gives an illustration. 0 
From Correspondence 1.2 and Theorem 2.2, we deduce a bijective correspondence 
between the maximal chains in NC(n) and the pairs of partitions (n, v), rc~NC(n), 
veil(n), which have the same type (i.e. the same number of blocks of each cardinality). 
Given a maximal chain y, form rc as in the proof of the theorem, and v via x - y y if and 
only if x and y are first components in the labels of sibling vertices in the tree 
corresponding to y. Thus, there is an ordering of the blocks of v = N,/N,/.../N, and 
x=P1/P2 . . ../Pk so that IPil=INil for each i= 1,2, . . . ,k. Such a pair (rc,v) is called 
a noncrossing f-partition of [n] (see [6]). Conversely, given a noncrossing 2-partition 
(rc, v), list the elements in each block of n in decreasing order, and the elements of each 
block of v in increasing order: then, if i is the mth element in Nk and if j is the mth 
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element in Pk, let a(i)=j. In this manner the permutation c is recovered along with 
a specific tree as in Correspondence 1.2. A correspondence between multichains of 
noncrossing 2-partitions and k-ary trees appears in [6]. 
Corollary 2.3. In NC(n) there are m(a, b)=( b-;+2)- 1 maximal chains labeled by the 
transposition T = (a, b) for any 1 d a < b d n. 
Proof. Observe that, by Theorem 2.2, m( a, b) counts certain noncrossing partitions of 
[n] of type l”, 21ne2, 22 lnm4, or 31np3 (in the type, b” indicates m blocks of cardinality 
b). The nontrivial blocks are of the form (a, b}, ( a, i}, { i, b}, or {a, i, b}, where a < i < b. 
It is an elementary exercise to count the noncrossing partitions of these types. 
A general formula for noncrossing partitions of given type appears in [8]. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Zf id denotes the reversal of the identity permutation in S,, then 
m( id)= C,, the nth Catalan number. 
Proof. The conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied by every noncrossing partition of 
Cnl, and INC(Cnl)l =C,. Cl 
Corollary 2.5. The Miibius function of NC([n]) is 
Proof. Use Corollary 2.4 and apply the general result (e.g. [3]) that the Mobius 
function of a poset which has rank r and which admits an R-labeling 2 equals 
(-1)*-‘.1{0< ‘Xi<. “‘< ‘X,=1: E”(Xi-,,Xi)>~(Xi,Xi+,), i=l,2,...,r-l}l. 0 
The ideas of Theorem 2.2 can be extended to obtain an alternate interpretation of 
mnn.(s), the number of saturated chains between rc and rc’ which are labeled by the 
sequence s. 
Theorem 2.6. Let 71 < z’ in NC(n), and let M, (resp. M,.) be the set of minimum elements 
in the blocks of 71 (resp. n’). Then mnn( s) is zero, unless s is a permutation of M,- M,,, in 
which case m,,(s) equals the number of noncrossing partitions p of (0) u M,- M,. such 
that (i) each block of p is contained in some block of rt’, and (ii) each block of p constitutes 
a decreasing subsequence of s. 
By way of contrast, we include analogous results for M(o), the number of maximal 
chains labeled by cr, cr~S,, in the lattice ZZ(n). Part (a) of the following seems to be 
well known but we have been unable to locate a reference. 
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Theorem 2.7. Let OES,, and for j= 1,2, . . . ,n, let tj(o)=l{k: k>j and a(j)>a(k)}l. 
Then 
(4 M(o)=ny=,(l +tj(a)). 
(b) M(a) equals the number of heaps on n (i.e. labeled trees in which each vertex has 
a smaller label than its children) in which the leaf-to-root paths are decreasing sub- 
sequences of 0. 
Proof. Recall that a covering relation in Zi’(n) is labeled by the larger of the 
minima of the two blocks being merged. Thus, for the jth covering relation of a 
chain to be labeled by a(j), one of the two blocks which get merged must have 
minimum element o(j), while the other has minimum either equal to zero, or 
else to a value o(k) such that k>j and g(j)> a(k). The inequality k >j is necessary 
because the new block formed after the merging will have minimum element o(k). 
Thus, there are 1 + tj( 0) possibilities for the jth covering relation in the chain labeled 
by cr, proving (a). 
Part (b) is a relaxation of Construction 1.2. Given a chain in n(n) labeled by (TES,, 
construct a tree rooted at (O,O), and with the other n vertices labeled by {(i, a(i)): 
i= 1,2, . . . , n}, by making the vertex labeled (k, a(k)) a child of the vertex labeled 
(j, a(j)) if and only if the kth covering relation along the chain is given by the merging 
of the blocks with minima o(k)>a( j). The vertices on leaf-to-root paths will be 
labeled with increasing first components and decreasing second components, thus 
corresponding to decreasing subsequences of cr. 0 
Corollary 2.8. In the lattice of all partitions of n we have M(id)=n! and 
pv(.,(O, I)=( - l)“n!. 
3. Order-theoretic properties 
Let DES, and P, be the set of noncrossing partitions of [n], each of whose blocks is 
a decreasing subsequence of g. Thus, 1 P,, I= m( a), as in Section 2. 
It is clear that P,, is an ideal in the lattice NC( [n]), i.e. if rc < rr’ and x’EP,, then ZEP,,. 
In general, P, is not principal (i.e. it does not have a maximum element), nor do all 
maximal chains in P,, have the same length. For example, see the ideal for rr = 3412 in 
Fig. 5. 
Of course, the maximum length of a chain in P,, is at most n-Z(a), where Z(a) is the 
maximum length of an increasing subsequence in 0. This bound need not be achieved, 
as illustrated by a=3142. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. The ideal P,, is principal ifand only ifa=[l.. al) [al.. u2) ... [akml. .n] 
for some 1<a,<a2< ..’ <ak_ 1 <n. (The bar over an interval denotes reversal of the 
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Fig. 5. The ideal P3412 
natural increasing order of the elements.) Equivalently, P, is principal if and only if 
~s,(~,~):=~~B(s.)(6,~)#0. 
Proof. The condition on (T is clearly sufficient. To prove its necessity, let 7c be the 
generator of P,, and note first that if i and j are inverted in 0, then the partition 
1/2/.,./ij/.../n lies in PO, and therefore i N .j. Second, note that every block of the 
generator rc must be an interval. Indeed, suppose x + ,J x + 1) while x N I y for some 
y>x+ 1. Then, by the first observation, x precedes x+ 1 in 0, while x follows y in D. 
But then y follows x+ 1 in cr, contradicting y + .(x+ 1). Finally, these observations 
imply that r~ has the claimed form. It is known ([2], also [9, p. 1721) that ~~“(6, D) is 
zero unless o is of the form [1..aI)[aI..a2)...[ak-1..n], where l<al<a, 
< ... <ak_ 1 dn, in which case psn(6, (T)=( - l)nek. Hence, the alternate formula- 
tion. 0 
Fig. 3 suggests that if o and O’ are elements in S,, and if cr<o’ in the weak order, 
then m(c) -C m( 0’). This is indeed the case, and the next theorem explains the difference 
m(a’)-m(a). 
Theorem 3.2. Let 0, a’~&, and suppose TV 4 0’ in the weak order. Let cr’ =C 0 (i, i+ l), 
with o(i)=a,a(i+l)=b, and a<b. Then 
m(a’)-m(a)=m(al,~..b))‘m(~l[l. .alu[b. .nlb 
Proof. Several approaches are possible: one based on the recurrence of Proposition 2.1, 
a second based on Correspondence 1.2 between chains and trees, and a third, used 
below, based on the interpretation of m(a) given in Theorem 2.2. 
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Every noncrossing partition of [n J, each of whose blocks forms a decreasing 
subsequence of c, is also a partition counted by m(a’). In fact, these partitions are 
characterized by the fact that a + b. This establishes an injection of the &-‘i chains 
labeled by 0 into those labeled by (T’, and proves that m( a’) > m( a). The excess chains 
labeled by c’ correspond to noncrossing partitions p having a -P b, and decreasing 
subsequences of O’ as blocks. 
Because b and a occupy adjacent positions in B’, there is no x, a < x < b, such that 
a- Pb -P x. Thus, p consists of two independently chosen noncrossing partitions, one 
of (a. .b) and the other of [ 1.. a)u[b. .n], counted by m(olca. J and m(alti.. .alvLb. .J, 
respectively. 0 
Proposition 3.3. The functions m: WB(S,)+Z and M: WB(S,)+Z given by m(a) and 
M(a) are order-preserving. 
Proof. The first part of the claim is a corollary to the preceding theorem. If 
a(i) = a < o( i + 1) = b and (r’ = o 0 (i, i + l), then using the same notation as in Theorem 
2.7, we have tj(a)=tj(d) for all j#i, and ti(a’)=ti(a)+l. Hence, M(a)<M(a') if 
04 6’ in the weak order. 0 
4. MGbius inversion 
We now turn to Mobius inversion questions. First, an inversion formula involving 
the function m : S,+Z. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S, have the weak order and, for DES,, let m(o) be as in Section 2. 
Then, 
Proof. Recall [9, p. 1721 that ~~“(6, a) is zero unless o is of the form [l.. a,) 
Ca I..az).~.[ak_,..n], where l<al<a,<...<ak_,,<n, in which case ~~“(&a)= 
(- l)nek. By Theorem 2.2 we obtain that for such o we have m(a)= 
Ca,_l. Ca2_a,...Cn-.~_,. Thus, 
1 (-l)“-kC1;C+ Cl, 
k>l 11+12+ +Ik=n 
If3 1 
1 -F(x) 
= (- 1)“. coeff [x”] ~ 
F(x) ’ 
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where coeff [ x”] G(x) means the coefficient of x” in the generating function G(x), and 
F(x) = ZIP 0 Cjxi. It is well-known (e.g. [4]) that the (ordinary) generating function for 
the Catalan numbers in F(x)=(l -4-)/2x. A simple computation yields 
~~~~~(~,~)m(~)=(-l~~coeffCx~l(-x~(n)), 
I 
which proves the first equality. The second equality is based on Corollary 2.5. 0 
The preceding result has the following surprising reformulation. 
Proposition 4.2. Let Q be the partial order obtained from NC([n]) by deleting the 
(unique) increasingly labeled maximal chain, but keeping d and 1. Then 
~La(b,^i)=(-l)“-‘~,,(l,,,(~,‘i)=C,-,. 
Proof. If a set S c P - {s, ^ i } is deleted from a poset P, then a formula of Baclawski (cf. 
[7, p. 5681) gives ~p_S(gr?)=C(-l)k~Lp(~,~l)llp(~l,~Z)...~p(~k,^i), where the sum 
runs over all chains xi <x2 < ... <xk of elements in 5, including the empty chain 
corresponding to k = 0. If we consider the set S of (noncrossing) partitions which have 
as the only nontrivial block an interval of the form [O. .a], O<a < n, then 
Q = NC([n])-S, and the sum in Theorem 4.1 coincides with Baclawski’s sum, up to 
a factor of (-l)“-‘. 0 
Next, we wish to compute and compare the Mobius inverse of the rank function in 
the lattices NC([n]) and n( [n]). In an R-labeled poset, we say that 
x,<.xz<‘... <.x, is a unimodal chain if the sequence of labels 
Xx1,x*),~(x,,x3), ... , A( xl _ 1,x1) is unimodal. We will call the mode of a unimodal 
chain the integer i such that j”(xi-1,xi)<~(xi,xi+l)>~(xi+l,xi+2)>...>~(~1-l,~1). 
We now invert the rank function of NC( [n] ), namely rk(z) = n - bk(z), where bk(n) 
is the number of blocks in the partition zENC([n]). 
Theorem 4.3. Let zENC( [n]) and let p(o, z) :=p,c(Cnlj(o, z). Then the Mobius inverse 
of the rank function is given by 
f(n):= ~u(o,n)rk(a)= 1_‘) 
rk(d-l if rc has exactly one nontrivial block, 
a<n otherwise. 
Proof. If d( o, z) is the number of decreasingly labeled o--71 chains, then 
f(x) = ~u(a,7~)rk(o)= C(-1)*k(n)-rk(a).rk(o).d(o,71). 
o<n o<n 
Each decreasingly labeled g--71 chain can be uniquely extended to a unimodal &-n 
chain using the unique increasingly labeled &CT chain. Along any unimodal brt 
chain, cr could be the element of rank either k or k- 1, where k is the position of the 
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mode. Thus, letting u run over all the unimodal permutations of [n] - M,, we get 
further 
f(n)=( - l)*“‘“‘C[( - l)mOde’“‘mode(u)+( - l)mode(u)-l(mode(u)- l)] .m(u), 
II 
which simplifies to (- l)rk@) C.( - l)mode(“) m(u). Using Theorem 2.6, we replace this 
sum by the sum over noncrossing partitions, p, of [n] -M,, each of whose blocks is 
contained in some block of 7c, and whose blocks form decreasing subsequences of 
some unimodal permutation of [n] -M,. Such a partition will arise from (bk(y-l) 
unimodal permutations having the mode at j+ 1. The binomial coefficient accounts 
for the choice of j blocks whose maximum elements will precede the mode. These 
blocks cannot include the block which contains the maximum element of [n] -M,. 
Thus, 
f(,+(-l)“‘(n)1 1 (bk(~-l)(_ly”- 
pj20 
The inner sum is zero unless bk(p)= 1. Such a p exists if and only if 7~ has exactly one 
nontrivial block, in which case it is unique, and the value of the inner sum is - 1. IJ 
A similar argument yields the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. For eoery n> 1 and z~iVC(n), let ~(n)=C6~n~LNC(.,(6,~)rk((T). Then 
&7c)=(- 1)“- bk(n’ if II has precisely one nontrivial block, and zero otherwise. 
The analogue of Proposition 4.4 for the lattice n(n) and rc= 1 was obtained by 
Crapo C51: O(Nn)):=Ln,,, ~(0, n)rk( z) = (n - 2)!, in the context of determining 
a matroid invariant /? computable from the (geometric) lattice of flats. For n(n), the 
function f of Theorem 4.3 has the same description. We hope to present its derivation 
and further results on rank inversion in a separate paper. Finally, observe that the 
Mobius inverses of the rk and bk functions are equal up to sign. As a corollary of the 
above, we obtain, using Corollary 2.5 and substituting into the sum of Theorem 4.3, 
the following identity involving the Catalan numbers, which may have a probabilistic 
interpretation. 
Corollary 4.5. Zf mi(A) denotes the multiplicity of i as a summand in the (integer) partition 
1 ofn>l, and ifl(A)=Ci.,mi(A), then 
ci (- l)““‘l(il)! Ikn ( 1 l(n;_ 1 ,o (C?‘:‘/mi(J.)! = 1 I 1 I 
for every positive integer n. 
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Proof. Taking n = 1 in Proposition 4.4 we obtain that COENC(&j, a) rk( a) = ( - 1)” - 1. 
The terms of the sum can be grouped according to type E-l- II of c. If I = 1”’ 2”’ ... , 
then the interval [b, a] is isomorphic to the product of mi copies of NC(i), with 
i ranging 1,2, . . . . Therefore, using Corollary 2.5 we obtain (the known fact that) 
~(6,~)=~i,,[(-l)i-1Ci-,]mt. Also (see [8]) the number of partitions in NC(n) 
whose type is ,J is equal to n~l~~,_,,/m,!m,! ..., where n(j) denotes the descending 
factorial. A simple calculation now yields the desired result. 0 
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